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Bar Avineri, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 

1 Introduction. Aikhenvald and Storch (2013) propose that the “…seemingly different semantics 

of verbs of perception is a corollary of their transitivity [voice] patterns…” (p. 20). In this project, 

we evaluate this claim using perception verbs in Modern Hebrew, and argue that: i) universally, 

voice forces propositional complements for perception verbs; ii) voice alternation of perception 

verbs is not a universal path of grammaticalization. 

2 Alternating perception verbs. We describe and analyze the contribution of two dimensions of 

alternation within perception verbs in Modern Hebrew. Perception verbs reveal a systematic 

morpho-syntactic alternation in two dimensions: i) voice (diathesis) – active vs. middle, ii) 

finiteness of complement clauses – finite (CP) vs. non-finite (small clause SC). While different 

verbs within the heterogeneous class of sense and perception verbs in Modern Hebrew alternate in 

one of the two dimensions, there are four verbs, which we call ‘alternating perception verbs’, which 

systematically alternate in both: li-r'ot ‘to see’, li-šmo'a ‘to hear’, le-hargiš ‘to feel’ and le-hariax 

‘to smell, an alternation which correlates with several semantic properties, listed hereinafter.  

The first dimension is illustrated in (1) below with ‘feel’. In the active voice, as shown in (1a), 

the experiencer is expressed in the nominative case, contrasting with the middle voice, illustrated in 

(1b), where the experiencer is marked by dative. 

(1)   a. ha-marce  hirgiš še-ha-talmida  qašuḇa 

DEF-professor.NOM felt.MS that-DEF-student attentive 

‘The professor felt that the student is attentive’ 

b. hirgiš  la-marce  še-ha-talmida  mešu'amemet 

  feel.MID.MS DAT.DEF-professor that-DEF-student bored 

  ‘It felt to the professor that the student is bored’ 

The voice alternation illustrated in (1) correlates with factivity (Karttunen 1971). In the active 

voice, alternating perception verbs are interpreted as factive, i.e. presuppose the truth of their 

complement, while middle voice perception verbs are non-factive. The second dimension which 

classifies Modern Hebrew perception verbs is the finiteness of the clause embedded by the verb: a 

finite clause (CP) vs. a non-finite small clause (SC), as illustrated in (2a)-(2b) with ‘smell’. 

(2)   a. ha-bašlan ha-xoḇeḇ heriax  še-ha-'uga nisrep̄a 

DEF-cook DEF-amateur smelled.MS that-DEF-cake burned 

‘The amateur cook smelled that the cake burned’ 

b. ha-bašlan ha-xoḇeḇ heriax  et-ha 'uga nisrep̄et 

DEF-cook DEF-amateur smelled.MS that-DEF-cake burn 

‘The amateur cook smelled the cake burn.’ 

This dimension introduces two other significant semantic properties: i) the distinction between 

direct sensory perception and indirect perception; and ii) belief formation. Another semantic 

contrast revealed in this dimension is the property of non-literal uses. Embedding a CP, but not a 

SC, active-voice perception verbs can express non-literal meaning, as in (3). 

(3)  eli heriax  še-mašehu  mitbašel ba-xeḇra 

Elly smelled.MS that-something is.cooking in.DEF-company 

‘Elly smelled that something was going on in the company’
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A final contrast revealed by this dimension is the availability of an ‘imaginative’ reading. This 

reading is one among several meanings discussed in the literature about English for the active voice 
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verbs see (Moulton 2009, p. 2), found also in MH (Cohen 2015), a reading where the complement 

clause ascribes a forecasting or desired percept to the experiencer. This reading is attested only for 

active voice li-r'ot ‘to see’ with SC. 

Table 1: semantic contrasts 

  Category 

Semantic contrast 

Active Voice Middle Voice 

CP SC CP SC 

1. factivity ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 

2. belief formation ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ 

3. indirect perception ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ 

4. non-literal uses ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ 

5. imaginative reading ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ 

4 The contribution of voice. We give an account for some of the above semantic contrasts. 

Moreover, we show that general principles of sentence structure in natural language give rise to a 

priority of voice over the category of the embedded clause: in the active voice, the category of the 

embedded clause determines the distinction within the domain of direct perception, belief 

formation, non-literal uses and imaginative meaning. However, in the middle voice, this is 

independent of the clausal complement. 

5 Historical and typological perspectives. Historical data reveals asymmetry between the four 

perception verbs in Hebrew with respect to the morpho-syntactic alternation. The verbs li-r'ot ‘to 

see’, and, not much later, li-šmo'a ‘to hear’ exemplify the full alternation in Rabbinic Hebrew, first 

alternating in the clausal complements with the active voice verb and later alternating in voice. le-

hargiš ‘to feel’ appears in Rabbinic Hebrew and alternates in clausal complement, and alternates in 

voice only in Modern Hebrew, probably under the influence of English. le-hariax ‘to smell’ first 

alternates in voice, in Rabbinic Hebrew, and its alternation in clausal complement is found in 

Modern Hebrew, probably under the influence of Yiddish. 

The historical change in the morpho-syntactic alternation of perception verbs in Hebrew show a 

diachronic implication of the sensory hierarchy proposed by Viberg (1983): higher ranked 

perception verbs will precede lower ranked verbs in subordination of clausal complements. 

Diachronically, while the innovation of clausal complements and their alternation seem to be a 

natural path of change for perception verbs, which fits the sensory hierarchy proposed by Viberg, 

voice alternation in Hebrew may evolve due to language contact: under the influence of Aramaic 

for li-r'ot ‘to see’ and li-šmo'a ‘to hear’, and influence of Yiddish, Russian, and later English, for 

le-hari'ax ‘to smell’ and le-hargiš ‘to feel’.  

Since voice (or transitivity) alternation is a cross-linguistic phenomenon, it is worth 

investigating whether the use of the diathesis dimension to express factivity is shared with other 

Semitic languages. Preliminary discussion about perception verbs and their semantic properties 

with respect to the complement clause is found for Palestinian Arabic (PA) in Awad (1995). It 

seems to be the case that an active-middle voice alternation of perception verbs which embed 

clausal complements is not available. 
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